Certain Expansions of the Basic Hypergeometric Functions
By Arun Verma 1. Introduction. In a recent paper Jerry L. Fields and Jet Wimp [7] have used a very elegant method by induction through Laplace transform to derive a number of expansions of hypergeometric functions. In this paper, I have used certain basic integrals and the method of induction to derive certain expansions of basic hypergeometric functions of a very general character. The following usual notation has been used throughout the paper. Let The basic analogue of the Laplace transform [4, 5] is defined as gis) = qL.fix) = _ So"""' Eqiqsx)fix) diq, x)
The inverse is defined by the complex integral
where the path of integration C encircles the origin, and can also be deformed into a loop, parallel to the imaginary axis. Also
Eq(x) -E ^L-, e,(a;) = £nT> I * I < 1- But by a particular case of the sum of the well-poised 6*5 it can be easily seen that the above 4*3 vanishes except for r = s, when it reduces to unity. Hence the above expression, after a little simplification becomes -J-So*"1 Eqiqsx)xk-1 diq, x) = r* ft (\ ~ qTk) < KU(fc) > 0].
We get that 
